Some Editorial Comment.

The World of Propaganda.

If the war comes off as it should be, it will be another case of reining in the people. But the people haven't been reined in.

"A Revolution or a Democratic Republic?" The question is: what is the present state of affairs? What is the government doing to improve the condition of the people? What is the public opinion of the government? The people are not being informed of these matters.

Some states are issuing new national papers, but the people are not getting them.

Our Philippines are in a state of revolution. The government is not doing anything to improve the condition of the people. The people are not getting the proper information.

We are in a time of revolution and there is a need for the people to be informed. The government is not doing anything to improve the condition of the people. The people are not getting the proper information.

No, the people are not being informed of these matters.

The government is not doing anything to improve the condition of the people. The people are not getting the proper information.

Yet, because we are revolutionary Socialists, we should do what we can to improve the condition of the people. The people are not getting the proper information.
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TRADES UNIONS AND POLITICAL PARTIES.

BY AUGUST BEBEL.

(Translated from the German by E. H. THOMAS.)

The Trades Union as a Citizen and a Party.

From what has been said, it follows that, although the trades union movement is a political movement, the trades unionists are not a political party. They are a political element, not a political party, for the individual member of the trades union, the hour will come when he must decide whether he will be a political element of the right or of the left. In either case he is bound to be a political element of the left.

Moreover, in city, state, and national elections, the trades unionists do not act in concert. They do not act as a political party. While they may be a political element, the question is, whether they are a political party, whether they act as a political party.
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The trade unionists are not acting as a political party. The trade unionists are not acting as a political party. The trade unionists are not acting as a political party.

We have here, therefore, a political party, and it is this political party that we are speaking of. This political party is the trade unionists. The trade unionists are a political party, and their ideas are political ideas.
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ORGANIZED LABOR

The letter closes by saying that the three local unions, representing the three different organizations, have already taken action and are ready to begin the work of organizing the new plant. The letter states that the trade-union movement in Milwaukee is growing rapidly and that the new plant will be a welcome addition to the city's industrial life.

The letter concludes by expressing hope that the new plant will be successful and that it will bring increased prosperity to the city.

The letter also mentions that the author has been a member of the Milwaukee Labor Federation for many years and that he is proud to be a part of this great organization.

The letter concludes by wishing the new plant every success and expressing the hope that it will be a lasting monument to the strength and determination of the working class.

The letter concludes by expressing gratitude to the author for taking the time to write and for his support of the trade-union movement.

The letter concludes by signing off with best wishes for the new plant.

The letter concludes by closing with the author's name and title.

The letter concludes by stating that the author looks forward to hearing from the new plant and wishes it every success.
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The party in the state has been very busy in recent weeks. The central committee has been working hard to organize new branches and strengthen old ones. The local section in Milwaukee has been particularly active, with regular meetings held every Sunday evening.

About 1200 comrades attended the Milwaukee picnic last Sunday. The weather was very fine and everyone enjoyed themselves. There were several speeches made by speakers from different parts of the state. The speeches were well received and the audience was enthusiastic.

The pamphlet on "The Case for Socialism" is now ready for distribution. Orders should be placed with the local section of the party. It is a very good pamphlet and should be read by everyone who is interested in socialism.

Clearing Sales!

Our entire stock of SPRING AND SUMMER CLOTHING

Will be sold at 25% & 50% Discount

Sale begins Saturday, August 11th, and ends Monday, August 20th.

DON'T MISS IT!

Plaum Clothing & Tailoring Co.

491-493 Eleventh Avenue

Sewing Machines

Singer, Wheeler & Wilson

Domestic

$50.00 Down and $5.00 weekly.  All kinds of Bicycles, velocipede and tricycle. For sale by special order.

E. H. Heilman, Proprietor.

Telephone 697

Sam R. Miller's Livery

339 Market Street

Specializing in light work.

G. E. Heilman, Proprietor.

Telephone 697

Teeth Extracted

G. E. Heilman, Proprietor.

Telephone 697

Faeder's Cleaning Sale

Special Attention given to Cuts and Grooming.
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Semi-annual Workmen's Sale
AT
The Stumpf's Langhoff Stores.
330-371 East Water St.
National Ave. and Grove St.
Eleventh and Winnebago Sts.
Third and Lloyd Sts.

Big Price Reductions on all Workingmen's Clothing

Here we are, again friends.

Sorry to have kept you waiting, but we can't run these sales oftener than twice a year.

However, you won't lose by the delay—we've taken in several large stocks lately—got them dirt cheap—can teat all former records to a standstill.

MEN'S SUITS

Men's Two-piece Summer Suits, were made to sell at $10.00 to $12.00—"the week and red tape" clothing you read about.

Men's Three-piece Suits—cost, vest and pants—blue stripes, and strictly all wool cheviets. $12.00 and $15.00 values.

All our $15.00 and $18.50 Suits, every suit hand tailored, every suit hand finished.

The President's Bargain, sold the suits at various prices per suit.


OVERALLS

Cotton Canvas: All the latest designs, latest colors, latest styles.

Working Shirts

Three of these handsome shirts will cost you only 85 cents for all.

SOCKS

Mens Black and Tan Tolee Socks. Price: 5.00.

Mens Black, Penny Cuffed Socks. Price: 5.00.

UNDERWEAR

Men's Undershirt, new, short sleeve, 90 cents.

Working Shirts

Three of these handsome shirts will cost you only 85 cents for all.

FOR THE BOY

Shoes, Boys' Overalls, made to take the wear and tear from the other clothing

Peru. 10 to 12 Coast, Pears, generally sold at 80 cents.

Red Price.

$1.95

$2.50

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS

Men's Hals, pocket handkerchiefs

Three of these handsome handkerchiefs will cost you only 85 cents for all

50c SILK TIES FOR A QUARTER

that you must buy $1.00 for any other cloth

WE MAKE YOUR MONEY GREATEST AT ANY TIME OF THE YEAR.
Beggs Bobs Up Again!

Tracks of the Milwaukee Northern Electric Being Laid by Beggs Outfit
Northern Promoters Have Excuse Ready

Mr. Beggs has returned to his new position this past week of what is coming to be known as the Gray or crooked locomotive, and as the railway is his latest venture, the influence of the subject is important. Mr. Beggs was charged with the keeping of the Milwaukee Northern electric proposals found in Milwaukee and given a triumph which, in the Southern, announcements voted down. The time would come when the citizens would awaken and find the decision of Mr. Beggs to be the provision of another line, for conspicuous black-magick.

Some time after the franchise had been given and the people together, a note was dropped down through circles that the street railway company had filed a suit for the line, but there was nothing more tangible back of the report. But an attorney who had worked for the Northern promoters had wide contacts at the time. The people were known to be men who built roads in an economical way and then, after a while, claimed that they would not depart from their former sources in buying their own machinery. This was published at the time as if it were a shadow of names, and that there was just as much barred between Beggs and the promoters as ever.

Eventually there was a court action brought in the name of the Milwaukee Northern and the Milwaukee Southern and in the franchise being granted in the name of the Central Heating Co., which had Beggs as President and Mr. Cournoyer, a well-known man in the interests of both companies. The Central Heating Co. has been in existence for some time, and has always been known to be in favor of the plans of Mr. Beggs.

The Milwaukee Northern and its franchise in being granted in that way by George F. Miller, the attorney who has been representing the company, is not yet positive.

Are You Satisfied
With Your Gas?

Besides the fact that GAS at 50c a thousand is 50c, in the CHEAPEST FUEL to be obtained, consumers should have it mind that the Gas Company is at all times not only ready, but glad to remedy defects in the service of whatever kind, as well as to admit the consumer in its economical and advancement ages.

The company realizes that satisfied consumers are its best advertisement, but that satisfied consumers, living once only, experience the convenience and reliability of Gas for lighting, heat and industrial purposes, would naturally desire to use the medium which they found to be the cheapest and most advantageous for every possible purpose.

E. therefore employs:
1. Gas range demonstrator, who will show the house-lady how to cook and bake in her gas range, how to take care of it, how to regulate the heat.

(2) Gas range repairmen, who, among their duties in maintaining and helping customers may come to your house, and who do not make you pay for their services.

(3) Burner maintenance men, who, regularly in, adjust the burners of gas range and lamps in the city for a small charge, as well as those in some new homes, for small charge, to such burners.

(4) Industrial experts, who, worthy of the-nomination, go over the gas in the same way as a jobber, in the city for a small charge, and who do not make you pay for their services.

(5) Gas engine man, thoroughly trained in the use of Gas for every purpose, who is ready at any time to assist you in remedying any trouble you may have.

They are prepared to tell you the amount of power necessary to run your factory, to give you some of its products, and in doing this, the value of gas over other sources.

You can get immediate assistance is in saving your money, by applying to him, than 1890, or any time past, it will.

The Gas Co.

THE MILWAUKEE INDEPENDENT.